A NEW STYLE OF PARTNERING

Hewlett Packard Enterprise and Computer Security Products (CSP) are collaborating in a fresh new way to bring increased value to customers like you.

We know that acquiring technology is only the first step in achieving a business goal. The technology pieces need to work together. They need to be tested. They need to provide rich functionality, quickly and effectively, so you can concentrate on your business needs.

To help satisfy these needs, CSP is a member of the HPE Partner Ready for Technology Partner program, an industry-leading approach to supply sophisticated integrated technologies in a simple, confident, and efficient manner.

CSP has access to the right tools, processes, and resources to help our joint customers accelerate innovation and transformation that brings value, achieves business needs, and increases revenue and market share.

PRODUCT OVERVIEWS

CSP Security and Compliance Solutions

Protect-X is a highly advanced, browser-based security hardening solution, featuring an automated hardening engine, approvals chain, merged audit support and mobile-friendly HTML5 interface. Its built-in repository of “best practices” security rules eliminates the complexities of identifying, tracking, and implementing security changes for the Guardian, OSS, and UNIX® environments.
**Verify Elite** provides hundreds of compliance checks and detects unauthorized changes to selected groups of files on one node or between any two nodes. Alerts can be generated to provide immediate notifications and historical reports can be run to confirm file integrity.

**Alert-Plus** provides real-time intrusion detection using customized rules to evaluate events from multiple sources like Safeguard Audit, Base24 messages and CSP products. Messages can be forwarded to a SIEM for further analysis.

CSP offers a range of NonStop security solutions including **Protect-XP**, for Safeguard management; **Auditview**, for audit analysis and reports; **CSP Authenticator**, for multi-factor authentication and **CSP PassPort**, for user access and session control.

**HPE NonStop: For business that never stops.** HPE Integrity NonStop was designed from Day One with built-in clustering and workload balancing to enable withstanding single points of failure so applications continue as if no failure occurred. That means no disruption of work, no impact on customers and no degradation in performance. For almost four decades, the HPE Integrity NonStop architecture remains the ideal choice when there is a need for reliable uninterrupted availability—in compute environments that serve mission critical businesses.

HPE NonStop scales up to 16 HPE NonStop CPUs and 6 cores per CPU within a single node, each running its own copy of the HPE NonStop OS, and scales out to 4,080 HPE NonStop CPUs on 255 networked nodes or 24,480 cores.

HPE NonStop comes with a built-in transactions management framework that ensures full data integrity. Support for modern languages, interfaces and Eclipse based environment makes applications development faster, easier, and more efficient. HPE NonStop also comes with modern security algorithms and encryption technologies.

**COMPANY OVERVIEW**

**About CSP**

Computer Security Products Inc., (CSP) provides trusted, quality security solutions for NonStop and Linux® servers. Since 1988, CSP has been passionately working with customers to satisfy their NonStop security needs by building easy to use and cost-effective security management solutions. Our many clients span the globe in the Banking, Telecommunications, Medical, and Financial service sectors.

CSP’s head office is located in Mississauga (Canada), and is the base for our product development and support center. CSP provides worldwide support services, both directly and through its network of distributors and partners. Our customer support analysts and consultants are available to address any questions related to the installation, management and customization of our solutions.

CSP is committed to providing best-in-class security solutions for Guardian, OSS, UNIX, and virtual NonStop environments. We continue to add new products to our portfolio and enhance existing solutions with new features and functions. For more information on CSP visit cspsecurity.com

**About Hewlett Packard Enterprise**

Hewlett Packard Enterprise is an industry-leading technology company that enables customers to go further, faster. With the industry’s most comprehensive portfolio, spanning the cloud to the data center to workplace applications, our technology and services help customers around the world make IT more efficient, more productive, and more secure.

**LEARN MORE AT**

hpe.com/partners/technology
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